Expressing Our 12 Lights
With Divine Audacity
Affirmations for each Light to help us embed the
Lights and their functions in our consciousness,
creating new ways to see and do things
differently.

The Lights of Imagination, Faith and Love
I remember that all possibilities begin with my great capacity of IMAGINATION, through
which I envision the good I desire
By the power of FAITH, I have inner vision. I can see beyond appearances to the truth.
By faith, I trust what I cannot yet see. As circumstances unfold, I remain faith filled and
faithful.
The unifying power of DIVINE LOVE heals my thoughts of separation. I hold my heart
open to all people.
SONG – I Choose Love by Sue Riley

The Lights of Order, Strength and Power
May I recognize a stunning ORDER within the ebb and flow of life. When I have
questions about my life and circumstances, I softly attune to the rhythm of life and learn
of the steady, sure guidance that is ever-flowing.
In the knowledge of my Divine Nature, I find spiritual STRENGTH to be an endless inner
resource. In times of confusion and change, I stand strong and sure, steady and ready to
bring clarity and resolution.
By my divine nature I cannot be powerless or ill. I am the POWER of concentration, selfmastery, and spiritual authority. My source of power is divine
power.
SONG – Amazing Things by Michael Gott

The Lights of Zeal, Release and Life
I am in the presence and radiating the power of ZEAL AND ENTHUSIASM, here and now.
I never have to wait for circumstances to improve to experience and express joy, for the
joy of zeal is one of the ways I know that I am one with God
Easily, gracefully, I RELEASE what has passed so that I am free in this moment for all that
is possible now. In trust that the helpful, useful content of my past has carried over into
the present.
The light of DIVINE LIFE pulsates through my body, blessing and strengthening every
structure and space, every atom and system. I celebrate the wholeness of divine life in
my body.
SONG – Spirit is Joy by Rev. Blair Tabot

The Lights of Understanding, Wisdom and Will.
Illuminated by the light of spiritual Understanding, I radiate peace to bless every being
in the world. I focus upon the truth that unites us all, the divine origin and essence we
share.
I am in the presence and radiating the power of WISDOM, here and now. May I see,
hear, and sense all that I need to know for the moments ahead, flowing from infinite,
universal divine wisdom. I discern and decide in trust.
Centered in Spiritual WILL, I affirm my capacity to choose. Guided by my companion
powers of understanding and wisdom, I am able to draw from infinite possibilities the
key idea that is mine to do. Commitment is the sustaining power of will.
SONG – I Am the One Within You by Karen Drucker

“People are like stained-glass windows. They sparkle and shine when the sun is out, but
when the darkness sets in, their true beauty is revealed only if there is a light from
within.” Elisabeth Kübler-Ross

Closing affirmation Today I will accept the truth about myself. I will arise in glory and allow the light in me
to shine upon the world throughout the day.

